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Star Complex in Inifinite Group*

Young Gheel Baik

1. Introduction

Given a 2-complex, we can get a 1-complex which has variou이y 
been called the co-initial graph, star-graph, star complx, and which 
has proved useful in several contexts〔1〕,〔2〕,〔3〕,〔6丄〔8〕. Hyperbolic 
complexes arise when one aonsiders assigning numbers(weights) to 
the edges of star-complex of a 2-complex.

InC7), Prid은 iatroduoed the concept of an involutary presentation. 
Such presentations are useful when one wants to deal geometrically 
with groups which have generators of order 2.

In this paper, we will study the problem ； when is 2-cyclically presen
ted group finite or infinite ?
The main tool we will make use of is the star complexes of inv이utary 

presentations.
By using covering theorem(9), we get involutary presentations from 

2-cyclically presented groups. And then we get hyperbolic presentations 
from those by assigning weights.

2. Definitions and notations

A 1-complex X consists of two disjoint sets V= V(X7(vertices), E=E(X) 
(edges) and three functions ；

LET r-E~^XfEfE
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satisfying ； L (e)—T(^)t (&')产드e for all e&E
If ^1=ze then we will say that e is. an involutary edge. A non-em
pty path a in X is a sequence g…。血Zl) of edges with r(eJ=L 
(ei+l)(l<i<,n). We define i(a), T(a) to be L(ei)t r(en). The length 
L(a) of a is n. The inverse a1 of a is the path 矽…。方！

The path a is said to be closed if L(a)=r(a). We say that a is 
reduced if 纳으哲\ for i=l, …jlL
Moreover it is said to be cyclically reduced if all 효s cyclic permutations 
are reduced.

A 2-complex K is an object<X ； px(XGA)> where X is a 1-complex 
and & are non-empty closed paths in X (called defining paths). We 
will assume that the defining paths are non-empty and cyclically 
reduced. A 2-complex with a single vertex is a presentation. A presenta
tion-may have involutary edges. Such presentation ia called wrmt^iutary 
presentation.
We let R(K) denote the set of cyclic permutations of defining paths 
of K and their inverses.

The star-complex 玲 of a 2-complex K is the 1-complex with vertex 
set E(K), adge set R(K)t and functions

广. R(K)TE(K), : ： R(K)tE(K).
-1st: R(K)fR(K)

given by

first edge of r
T(r)~ inverse of last edge of r
/也=尸,r&R(K).

A weight function on a 1-complex is a mapping 0 for the edge 
set to 한le real numbers such that for each edge e.
If ?=%勿…％ is edge, then we define 0仞
The interesting situation to us is that when we have a presentation 
K together with a weight function 0 defined on K\
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We denote 하Hs situation by (K0). We call (K。) hyperbolic if 난le 
following holds.

(1) For any element e广•务 CR,
n

t-i
(2) The weight of every non-empty cyclically reduced dosed path 

in is at least 2.
(3) There is a non-negative real number N such that every reduced 

path in / has weight at least—N.
We call (1) and (2) Link condition and Curvature condition. These 

conditions have clear geometric meanings〔2〕,〔6〕，

We say that a presentation K is hype/b이让 if (K,Q) is hyperbolic 
for 0.

3. Cyclically presented groups

Let F=G啓，…,x. 1〉and 6 be the automorphism of F induced 
by permuting the subscripts of the free generators in accordance 
with thd cyde (12…无)£&・ For any reduced word w^F, the cyclically 
presented group Gn(w) is given by

G/M) = G心為…，％，I w,祯，…即如〉

Cyclically presented groups comprise a potentially rich mounce of interes
ting group오. For exam미e〔4〕,〔8〕, Macdonald groups, Mennicke groups, 
Fibonacci groups and Higman groups. Since cyclically presented groups 
have non-negative deficiency, G血)is interesting if and only if it 
is finite.

To link with one relator products of two cyclic groups, we work 
only the case n=2.
Consider such a group

H— ； R(x2,x^=1, R(x^Xi)=1〉
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There is an automorphism of H which interchanges, Xi and x2. 
Thus we can extend H by this automorphism giving the group [5]

為t ； F=LR（&，xi）=丁〉
=&t ； f=lf

Then I H추 ; H I =2, so H is infinite if and only if H* is infinite. 
Thus to deal with the problem “when is a 2-generator cyclically 
presented group infinite ? ” it suffices to look at groups with presenta
tions of the fonn（chsuiging notation）

«功 I（f=l, 沥허 aS허 … 아尸=1>

Let G=〈싸） ' 次=L妒（가笋…妒=D,…加

Tlieorem L If r>7 and 的,…,伝 are distinct then G is infinite.

Theorem 2. If %=危=・.・=«/=（1 and r>5 then G is infinite*

We define a mapping 0 : I r=l> by
a~^l
bT）

then we have an extension homomorphism 0 of 0.
Let K*=N then I G ；=n and N is generated by 勾瓦…必, 

and V\ where 也=执耿
Let N=N/（Jf） then N has the involutary presentation

〒=〈"知…,f 丨 £=L …%+e…너*=l（m°d n） i=Q…,tl1〉.

So, if N is hyperbolic then G is infinite.

Proof of Theorem 1. The star complex of N has no closed path 
of length 2. That is to say, it is a graph. If we assign weight 2/3 
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to the each edge, then N is hyperbolic. Therefore, G is infinite.

Proof of Theorem 2. Each basic path of the involutary star complex 
of N is w■흥on. So, we assign weight 2/r to each edge then N is 
hyperbolic. Therefore, G is infinite.

Theorem 3. If and n2—--—nr~l then 一丄and 
o꾀y if G is infinite. " '

Proof. Since 时")=伽以严 commutes with a. This is to say, b너 

1 belongs to the center of G Therefore, G/W) has the presenta
tion

I af=l,b허'=l,(aby=f〉

and is a von Dyck's group D(2,"成).If I G ；〈如〉I is finite then 
I G »Z(G) I is finite. Then by B.H. Neumann's Theorem(4) the 

derived group Gr of G is finite. Since I G ； G‘ 丨 is finite, G is finite. 
So we have our conclusion.
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